
   

       

  The Continental Duo Gift Hamper
 
£138.89

IN STOCK

Quick Overview
The Continental Duo Hamper includes two bottles of Australian wine
to encourage a real celebration. The wines accompany the treats
packed within that can be enjoyed anywhere in the world.

  Details
 
The Continental Duo Hamper was designed with delivery in mind. This hamper is available for delivery across the UK and the whole of Europe.
We know that sending the perfect gift to loved ones living afar can sometimes be a tricky task, but we have made this as easy as possible for
you, being able to offer delivery across the European Union. We know that no matter what country in the world you are from, everyone loves
chocolate. For this reason we included single estate chocolate truffles, Lithuanian cocoa chocolate, and other chocolatey snacks. This hamper
also consists of traditional hamper items, like cheese and biscuits. When we are sure we have the base of a gift hamper successfully complete,
we dare to add in bold items, which the recipient is unlikely to have tried before. In the Continental hamper, we added a unique mushroom
mousse to accompany vintage cheese and soda bread toasts. A distinctive combination to sample! The Continental Hamper has an uplifting
blue colour theme running through it, the bright colours create a sense of fun which will be replicated when the recipient begins digging into
this hamper of goodies. We carefully choose a colour which we believe to be neutral that will appeal to people of all cultures when delivered
across Europe. This hamper would be perfect for a small group sharing like a family, yet it is not too grand to overwhelm an individual. There
are plenty of snacks to graze over and enjoy with a cup of tea. The Continental Hamper is a unique hamper as it has the ability to be quickly
assembled which makes delivery efficient covering the whole of Europe. We are proud of the service we are able to offer by using global
couriers who have the network capability to offer express delivery across the continent. If you order this hamper we will be able to provide a
first class service, from your home, to our warehouse, to the courier, to the airport and destination country, direct to the recipients home! We
think it is fascinating how this process can happen within just a few days. The Continental Hamper will begin its debut delivery to Europe in
Spring 2020. All of our hampers for Europe are dispatched within one to two working days after ordering. Normally, delivery to Europe takes
two to three days after dispatch. 

Additional Information
 
Contents

Sweet Gourmet Foods:

Lindor SaltedCaramel Truffles Lindt 200g
Willies 110g SingleEstate Milkchoc Praline Truffles
Swiss Chocolate Biscuit with Hazelnut Ooh-La-La Rhythm 108, 135g
Tropical Coconut, Mango&Chocolate Fruit Balls Forest Feast 100g
West Cork Bakery Chocolate Cake 400g
Sour Sop Naive Fruit Chocolate 67% 57g
Chocolate Coated Mallow&Marsh Marshmallows 100g
Cream Wafer Bar in Chocolate, Love Raw 43g
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Palm Oil Free Sour Watermelon Gourmet Sweets, Candy Kittens 40g

Savoury Gourmet Foods:

Vintage Cheese Truckle Nutty Cheddar BandonVale 200g
Gourmet Multiseed Sodabread Toasts Foods of Athenry 110g
No1 Authentique Ducs de Gascogne 90g
Basil Natural Oloves 30g
LowCalorie Salt Pretzels Spelt Bites Indie Bay 26g
 Rockin Irish Vinegar&Salt Hand Cooked Crisps Shindigs 40g
Gunpowder Pearl LooseLeaf Tea Qi Chi

Wines:

Bin 555 Shiraz 75cl
Bin 222 Chardonnay 75cl

Greetings Card for your Personalised Message
Presented in a Large Magnetic Hamper Valise Case
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